Abstract. RF ionization rates for mixtures of air with bariurn are computed using a Fokker-Planck code. It is shown that there is an optimum mixing ratio of barium to air, significantly lower than unity, which maximizes the ionization rate for a given value of incident RF power density and frequency. Rocket injection of barium at a selected height reduces significant/y the RF breakdown threshold for the mixture, and allows atmospheric and ionospheric breakdown at the selected heights using the radiation from the powerful HF radio facilities. The possibility of field experiments using currently available or projected HF heaters is discussed.
Introduction
To assess the technological requirements for creating artificial ionospheric layers [Borisov et al., 1986 ] using ground based radio frequency (RF) transmitters, the ionization rate of the air as a function of the RF frequency and the incident power density is a required input. A comprehensive study of the subject using numerical solution of a Fokker-Planck (FP) code was published recently [Tsang et al., 1991] 
The purpose of this paper is to determine whether the ionization rates for RF breakdown can be increased using an *Permanent address: Plasma Physics Division, Naval Re- Before presenting the results we should comment that the net ionization rate for air shown by curve 1 in Figure 1 
A Proof of Principle Experiment
The potential for a proof of principle experiment using the NIIR heater located in the vicinity of Moscow [Shluyger, 1974] In summary we have demonstrated that injection of small amounts of Ba in the atmosphere substantially reduces the effective radiative power required for atmospheric and ionospheric breakdown. We have, furthermore, shown, in an admitted!y speculative fashion, that the Ba release can be used as the igniter of a long duration ionization patch. The enormous mesospheric diagnostic potential of artificial ionization through the detection of optical emissions [Papadopoulos, 1990] , warrants that the concepts discussed here be assessed experimentally in the atmosphere and the laboratory. A detailed analysis of mesospheric diagnostics using Ba injection in conjunction with the HAARP ionospheric heater currently under development, will published elsewhere.
